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A B S T R A C T   

Background: Methods to undertake diagnostic accuracy studies of administrative epilepsy data are challenged by 
lack of a way to reliably rank case-ascertainment algorithms in order of their accuracy. This is because it is 
difficult to know how to prioritise positive predictive value (PPV) and sensitivity (Sens). Large numbers of true 
negative (TN) instances frequently found in epilepsy studies make it difficult to discriminate algorithm accuracy 
on the basis of negative predictive value (NPV) and specificity (Spec) as these become inflated (usually >90%). 
This study demonstrates the complementary value of using weather forecasting or machine learning metrics 
critical success index (CSI) or F measure, respectively, as unitary metrics combining PPV and sensitivity. We 
reanalyse data published in a diagnostic accuracy study of administrative epilepsy mortality data in Scotland. 
Method: CSI was calculated as 1/[(1/PPV) + (1/Sens) – 1]. F measure was calculated as 2.PPV.Sens/(PPV +
Sens). CSI and F values range from 0 to 1, interpreted as 0 = inaccurate prediction and 1 = perfect accuracy. The 
published algorithms were reanalysed using these and their accuracy re-ranked according to CSI in order to allow 
comparison to the original rankings. 
Results: CSI scores were conservative (range 0.02–0.826), always less than or equal to the lower of the corre-
sponding PPV (range 39–100%) and sensitivity (range 2–93%). F values were less conservative (range 
0.039–0.905), sometimes higher than either PPV or sensitivity, but were always higher than CSI. Low CSI and F 
values occurred when there was a large difference between PPV and sensitivity, e.g. CSI was 0.02 and F was 
0.039 in an instance when PPV was 100% and sensitivity was 2%. Algorithms with both high PPV and sensitivity 
performed best in terms of CSI and F measure, e.g. CSI was 0.826 and F was 0.905 in an instance when PPV was 
90% and sensitivity was 91%. 
Conclusion: CSI or F measure can combine PPV and sensitivity values into a convenient single metric that is easier 
to interpret and rank in terms of diagnostic accuracy than trying to rank diagnostic accuracy according to the two 
measures themselves. CSI or F prioritise instances where both PPV and sensitivity are high over instances where 
there are large differences between PPV and sensitivity (even if one of these is very high), allowing diagnostic 
accuracy thresholds based on combined PPV and sensitivity to be determined. Therefore, CSI or F measures may 
be helpful complementary metrics to report alongside PPV and sensitivity in diagnostic accuracy studies of 
administrative epilepsy data.  
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1. Introduction 

In a recently published diagnostic accuracy study using administra-
tive healthcare data to identify epilepsy in deceased adults in Scotland, 
four different sources of administrative data were used to develop 
diagnostic algorithms whose accuracy was then examined (Mbizvo 
et al., 2020a). Algorithms developed from one, two, or three database 
coding or antiepileptic drug (AED) strategies, respectively labelled 
levels 1, 2 and 3, were ranked according to the outcomes of interest. 
These were positive predictive value (PPV) and sensitivity (Sens), the 
most commonly used outcomes in diagnostic accuracy studies of 
administrative epilepsy data (Mbizvo et al., 2020b). Whilst negative 
predictive values (NPV) and specificity (Spec) can be used as outcome 
measures for diagnostic accuracy ranking (Chubak et al., 2012), these 
values are often > 90% because of the large numbers of true negative 
(TN) instances found in the base data of epilepsy studies, making it 
difficult to discriminate algorithm accuracy on the basis of these mea-
sures (Mbizvo et al., 2020b; Mbizvo et al., 2023). Therefore, algorithms 
are typically ranked in order of highest to lowest PPV and sensitivity, 
with priority given to those with higher values in both estimates (Hor-
rocks et al., 2017; Mbizvo et al., 2020b; Mbizvo et al., 2020a; Wilkinson 
et al., 2018). However, such a method is challenging to apply objectively 
because there is a trade-off relationship between PPV and sensitivity, 
where one decreases as the other increases (Wang et al., 2021; Wilkinson 
et al., 2018). This makes it difficult to know which estimate to prioritise 
(PPV or sensitivity) when trying to rank the diagnostic algorithms in 
order of their accuracy. 

There is clearly a need to consider novel ways to combine PPV and 
sensitivity into a single metric to make it easier and more objective to 
rank diagnostic algorithms by their accuracy. We propose the use of 
critical success index (CSI) (Schaefer, 1990) or F measure (Powers, 
2015) (also known as the Dice co-efficient) (Jolliffe, 2016) for this 
purpose. CSI is commonly used in meteorology to verify the accuracy of 
weather forecasts (Doswell et al., 1990; Gerapetritis and Pelissier, 2004; 
Palmer and Allen, 1949; Schaefer, 1990; Space Weather Prediction 
Center, 2022; Spyrou et al., 2020; World Meteorological Organization, 
2014). In signal detection theory, CSI is defined as ratio of hits to the 

sum of hits, false alarms, and misses (Larner, 2021, 2024; Space Weather 
Prediction Center, 2022). Therefore, it includes a measure of both the 
PPV and sensitivity. F measure (or F1 score) is a machine learning 
evaluation metric that measures a model’s accuracy as the weighted 
harmonic mean of precision (PPV) and recall (sensitivity) (Hicks et al., 
2022; Powers, 2015). CSI values range from 0 to 1, interpreted as 0 =
unable to forecast and 1 = perfect forecast (Spyrou et al., 2020; World 
Meteorological Organization, 2014). F measure is also bounded 0–1, 
where 1 represents perfect precision and recall values, and 0 represents 
absent precision and/or recall (Hicks et al., 2022). In effect, CSI or F 
measure combine PPV and sensitivity values into a convenient single 
metric that is more easy to interpret and rank in terms of diagnostic 
accuracy than trying to do so for the two measures (PPV and sensitivity) 
alongside one another. However, CSI is seldom used outside weather 
forecasting, with as yet no studies published using CSI in medicine, to 
our knowledge, beyond our recent proof-of-concept works (Larner, 
2021; Mbizvo and Larner, 2022; Mbizvo et al., 2023). Although use of 
the F measure is commonplace in artificial intelligence (AI), its appli-
cability and convenience as a non-AI diagnostic accuracy tool is yet to be 
fully demonstrated (Larner, 2021, 2024). 

In the current study, we aim to reanalyse data published in a Scottish 
diagnostic accuracy study (Mbizvo et al., 2020a) of administrative epi-
lepsy mortality data by calculating CSI scores for each of the diagnostic 
algorithms. We do this in order to see whether and how this alters the 
original diagnostic accuracy rankings proposed by the authors, which 
were done in order of highest to lowest PPV and sensitivity (Mbizvo 
et al., 2020a). This will help further understanding of the role CSI may 
play as a medical diagnostic accuracy measure. Corresponding F mea-
sures will also be reported for illustrative purposes as there is a mono-
tonic relation between CSI and F (Jolliffe, 2016), meaning the ranking of 
CSI and F values calculated for any dataset is the same. 

2. Methods 

Details of the study design, study population, linkage of datasets and 
approvals accessed, as well as the algorithms used and their rankings 
may be found in the previous publication (Mbizvo et al., 2020a) (the 

Table 1 
Results of Level 1 validation of a single database coding or AED strategy.  

Data 
Base (ranked in study’s original accuracy 
order1) 

Coding 
algorithm 

N TP FP FN PPV Sens CSI (95% CI) 
[ranking by CSI] 

F 

1 PIS ≥ 1 AED (NL) 22,460  560  64 54 90% (87–92%) 91% (89–93%) 0.826 
(0.797–0.854) 
[1] 

0.905 

2 NRS ≥ 1 G40 2001  422  47 192 90% (87–93%) 69% (65–72%) 0.638 (0.602–0.675) 
[4] 

0.779 

3 NRS ≥ 1 G40–41 2143  446  70 168 86% (84–89%) 73% (69–76%) 0.652 
(0.616–0.688) 
[3] 

0.789 

4 SMR01 ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 8239  450  110 164 80% (77–84%) 73% (70–77%) 0.622 
(0.586–0.657) 
[5 = ] 

0.767 

5 PIS ≥ 1 AED (BL) 157,509  576  149 38 79% (77–82%) 94% (92–96%) 0.755 (0.724–0.785) 
[2] 

0.860 

6 Primary care ≥ 1 F25 1483  120  35 NA 77% (70–83%) NA - - 
7 NRS ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 2571  533  243 81 69% (65–72%) 87% (84–90%) 0.622 (0.589–0.654) 

[5 = ] 
0.767 

8 NRS ≥ 1 G41 179  39  25 575 61% (49–73%) 6.4% (4–8%) 0.061 (0.042–0.080) 
[8] 

0.115 

9 NRS ≥ 1 R56.8 609  102  160 512 39% (33–45%) 17% (14–20%) 0.132 (0.108–0.156) 
[7] 

0.233 

Bold = most accurate algorithm in original study [1] 
Abbreviations: SMR – Scottish Morbidity Record; PIS – Prescription Information Service; NRS – National Records of Scotland; AED – antiepileptic drug; F25 – primary 
care diagnostic Read Codes for epilepsy; G40–41 – International Classification of Disease 10 (ICD-10) codes for epilepsy and status epilepticus; R56.8 – ICD-10 code for 
seizures; NL – AEDs on the narrow list (appendix S2b); BL – AEDs on the broad list (appendix S2a); TP – true positive; FP – false positives; FN – false negatives, PPV – 
positive predictive value; Sn – sensitivity; CI – confidence intervals; NA – not applicable (negative cases unavailable as primary care data were taken from a 10% sample 
of Scottish GP practices; CSI – critical success index; F – F value. 
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rankings are reproduced here in Tables 1, 2 and 3). In brief, the 
following administrative healthcare databases were used to create al-
gorithms: National Records of Scotland (NRS) death records; Scottish 
Morbidity Record 01 (SMR01) hospital admissions; Prescribing Infor-
mation System (PIS) Scottish prescribing data; and GP primary care 
data. PIS was used to screen for deceased adults prescribed one or more 
AEDs, using both broad (36 AEDs) and narrow (21 AEDs) filters (Mbizvo 
et al., 2020a). The study was designed to conform to the Standards for 
Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy studies (STARD 2015 iteration) 
(Bossuyt et al., 2015). 

2.1. Statistical analysis 

From the numbers of true positive (TP), false positive (FP), and false 
negative (FN) cases, CSI values were calculated for each algorithm ac-
cording to the formula (Larner, in press):  

CSI=TP/(TP + FN + FP)                                                                       

This eschews true negatives (TN) (Mbizvo et al., 2023). CSI may also 
be expressed in terms of PPV and sensitivity:  

CSI=1/[(1/PPV) + (1/Sens) – 1]⋅                                                             

This relation of CSI to PPV means that CSI is affected by prevalence, 

Table 2 
Results of Level 2 validation of algorithms combining two database coding or AED strategies together.  

Data 
Base (ranked in study’s original 
accuracy order1) 

Coding 
algorithm 

N TP FP FN PPV Sens CSI (95% CI) 
[ranking by CSI] 

F 

1 Primary care + NRS ≥ 1 F25 + ≥1 R56.8  13 8 0 112 100% 
(100–100%) 

7% (2–11%) 0.067 (0.022–0.111) 
[22]  

0.125 

2 NRS + PIS ≥ 1 G40–41 + ≥1 AED (NL)  1781 419 28 195 94% (92–96%) 68% 
(65–72%) 

0.653 (0.616–0.689) 
[5]  

0.790 

3 NRS + PIS ≥ 1 G40 + ≥1 AED (NL)  1732 402 26 212 94% (92–96%) 66% 
(62–69%) 

0.628 (0.591–0.666) 
[11]  

0.772 

4 SMR01 + PIS ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 + ≥1 AED 
(NL)  

6501 418 34 196 93% (90–95%) 68% 
(64–72%) 

0.645 (0.608–0.682) 
[7]  

0.784 

5 NRS + PIS ≥ 1 G40 + ≥1 AED (BL)  1798 407 31 207 93% (91–95%) 66% 
(63–70%) 

0.631 (0.594–0.668) 
[9]  

0.774 

6 SMR01 + NRS SMR01 ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 + NRS 
≥ 1 G40  

1167 325 23 289 93% (91–96%) 53% 
(49–57%) 

0.510 (0.471–0.549) 
[15]  

0.676 

7 NRS + PIS ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 þ ≥1 AED 
(NL)  

1921 494 47 120 91% (89–94%) 81% 
(77–84%) 

0.747 (0.714–0.780) 
[3]  

0.855 

8 NRS +PIS ≥ 1 G40–41 + ≥1 AED (BL)  1883 426 42 188 91% (88–94%) 69% 
(66–73%) 

0.649 (0.613–0.686) 
[6]  

0.787 

9 SMR01 + PIS ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 +≥1 AED (BL)  7227 424 48 190 90% (87–93%) 69% 
(65–73%) 

0.640 (0.604–0.677) 
[8]  

0.781 

10 Primary care + NRS ≥ 1 F25 + ≥1 G40–41, R56.8  199 68 8 52 90% (83–96%) 57% 
(48–66%) 

0.531 (0.445–0.618) 
[13]  

0.694 

11 SMR01 + NRS SMR01 ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 + NRS 
≥ 1 G40–41  

1273 347 42 267 89% (86–92%) 57% 
(53–60%) 

0.529 (0.491–0.567) 
[14]  

0.692 

12 Primary care + NRS ≥ 1 F25 + ≥1 G40–41  192 63 8 57 89% (81–96%) 53% 
(44–61%) 

0.492 (0.406–0.579) 
[17]  

0.660 

13 Primary care + NRS ≥ 1 F25 + ≥1 G41  8 X X X 89% (81–96%) 53% 
(44–61%) 

0.497 (NA) [16]  0.664 

14 Primary care + NRS ≥ 1 F25 + ≥1 G40  188 62 8 58 89% (81–96%) 52% 
(43–61%) 

0.484 (0.398–0.571) 
[18]  

0.653 

15 NRS + PIS ≥ 1 G41 + ≥1 AED (NL)  81 X X X 88% (77–99%) 5% (3–7%) 0.050 (NA) [25]  0.095 
16 Primary care + PIS ≥ 1 F25 þ ≥1 AED (NL)  1089 111 18 9 86% (80–92%) 93% 

(88–97%) 
0.804 (0.738–0.871) 
[1]  

0.892 

17 Primary care +
SMR01 

≥ 1 F25 + ≥1 G40–41, R56.8  613 85 15 35 85% (78–92%) 71% 
(63–79%) 

0.630 (0.548–0.711) 
[10]  

0.773 

18 NRS + PIS ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 +≥1 AED (BL)  2107 507 98 107 84% (81–87%) 83% 
(80–86%) 

0.712 (0.679–0.745) 
[4]  

0.832 

19 SMR01 + NRS ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8  1390 386 76 228 84% (80–87%) 63% 
(59–67%) 

0.559 (0.522–0.596) 
[12]  

0.717 

20 NRS + PIS ≥ 1 R56.8 + ≥1 AED (NL)  281 89 17 525 84% (77–91%) 15% 
(12–17%) 

0.141 (0.114–0.168) 
[20]  

0.247 

21 Primary care + PIS ≥ 1 F25 + ≥1 AED (BL)  1255 112 27 8 81% (74–87%) 93% 
(89–98%) 

0.762 (0.693–0.831) 
[2]  

0.865 

22 NRS + PIS ≥ 1 G41 + ≥1 AED (BL)  117 32 13 582 71% (58–84%) 5.2% (4–7%) 0.051 (0.034–0.068) 
[24]  

0.097 

23 SMR01 + NRS SMR01 ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 + NRS 
≥ 1 R56.8  

220 58 30 556 66% (56–76%) 9% (7–12%) 0.090 (0.068–0.112) 
[21]  

0.165 

24 NRS + PIS ≥ 1 R56.8 + ≥1 AED (BL)  403 95 52 519 65% (57–72%) 16% 
(13–18%) 

0.143 (0.116–0.169) 
[19]  

0.250 

25 SMR01 + NRS SMR01 ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 + NRS 
≥ 1 G41  

139 36 21 578 63% (51–76%) 6% (4–8%) 0.057 (0.039–0.075) 
[23]  

0.107 

Bold = most accurate algorithm in original study [1] 
Abbreviations: SMR – Scottish Morbidity Record; PIS – Prescription Information Service; NRS – National Records of Scotland; AED – antiepileptic drug; F25 – primary 
care diagnostic Read Codes for epilepsy; G40–41 – International Classification of Disease 10 (ICD-10) codes for epilepsy and status epilepticus; R56.8 – ICD-10 code for 
seizures; NL – AEDs on the narrow list; BL – AEDs on the broad list; TP – true positive; FP – false positives; FN – false negatives, PPV – positive predictive value; Sn – 
sensitivity; CI – confidence intervals. CSI – critical success index; F – F value. 
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Table 3 
Results of Level 3 validation of algorithms combining three database coding or AED strategies together.  

Data 
Base (ranked in study’s original 
accuracy order1) 

Coding 
algorithm 

N TP FP FN PPV Sens CSI (95% CI) 
[ranking by CSI] 

F 

1 Primary care +
NRS + PIS 

≥ 1 F25 + ≥1 R56.8 + ≥1 AED (BL)  11 7 0 113 100% 
(100–100%) 

6% (2–10%) 0.058 
(0.016–0.100) 
[20 = ]  

0.110 

2 Primary care +
NRS + PIS 

≥ 1 F25 + ≥1 R56.8 + ≥1 AED (NL)  11 7 0 113 100% 
(100–100%) 

6% (2–10%) 0.058 
(0.016–0.100) 
[20 = ]  

0.110 

3 Primary care +
SMR01 + NRS 

≥ 1 F25 + SMR01 ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 +
NRS ≥ 1 R56.8  

11 7 0 113 100% 
(100–100%) 

6% (2–10%) 0.058 
(0.016–0.100) 
[20 = ]  

0.110 

4 Primary care +
NRS + PIS 

≥ 1 F25 + ≥1 G41 + ≥1 AED (BL)  8 X X X 100% 
(100–100%) 

3% (0–5%) 0.03 
(NA) 
[25 = ]  

0.058 

5 Primary care +
NRS + PIS 

≥ 1 F25 + ≥1 G41 + ≥1 AED (NL)  8 X X X 100% 
(100–100%) 

3% (0–5%) 0.03 
(NA) 
[25 = ]  

0.058 

6 Primary care +
SMR01 + NRS 

≥ 1 F25 + SMR01 ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 +
NRS ≥ 1 G41  

7 X X X 100% 
(100–100%) 

2% (0–4%) 0.02 
(NA) 
[27]  

0.039 

7 SMR01 + NRS +
PIS 

SMR01 ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 + NRS ≥ 1 
G40–41 + ≥1 AED 
(NL)  

1119 328 19 286 95% (92–97%) 53% 
(50–57%) 

0.518 
(0.479–0.557) 
[5]  

0.683 

8 SMR01 + NRS +
PIS 

SMR01 ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 + NRS ≥ 1 
G40 + ≥1 AED (BL)  

1101 314 17 300 95% (93–97%) 51% 
(47–55%) 

0.498 
(0.459–0.537) 
[9 = ]  

0.665 

9 SMR01 + NRS +
PIS 

SMR01 ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 + NRS ≥ 1 
G40 + ≥1 AED (NL)  

1075 314 17 300 95% (93–97%) 51% 
(47–55%) 

0.498 
(0.459–0.537) 
[9 = ]  

0.665 

10 SMR01 + NRS +
PIS 

≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 + ≥1 AED (NL)  1185 366 26 248 93% (91–96%) 60% 
(56–64%) 

0.572 
(0.534–0.610) 
[3]  

0.728 

11 SMR01 + NRS +
PIS 

SMR01 ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 + NRS ≥ 1 
G40–41 + ≥1 AED 
(BL)  

1168 331 26 283 93% (90–95%) 54% 
(50–58%) 

0.517 
(0.478–0.556) 
[6]  

0.682 

12 SMR01 + NRS +
PIS 

≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 + ≥1 AED (BL)  1247 370 38 244 91% (88–94%) 60% 
(56–64%) 

0.567 
(0.529–0.606) 
[4]  

0.724 

13 Primary care +
SMR01 + PIS 

≥ 1 F25 + ≥1 G40–41, R56.8 + ≥1 AED 
(NL)  

555 79 9 41 90% (83–96%) 66% 
(57–74%) 

0.612 
(0.528–0.696) 
[1]  

0.760 

14 SMR01 + NRS +
PIS 

SMR01 ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 + NRS ≥ 1 
R56.8 + ≥1 AED 
(NL)  

156 56 6 558 90% (83–98%) 9% (7–11%) 0.090 
(0.068–0.113) 
[19]  

0.166 

15 Primary care +
NRS + PIS 

≥ 1 F25 + ≥1 G40–41, R56.8 + ≥1 AED 
(BL)  

195 66 8 54 89% (82–96%) 55% 
(46–64%) 

0.516 
(0.429–0.602) 
[7 = ]  

0.680 

16 Primary care +
NRS + PIS 

≥ 1 F25 + ≥1 G40–41, R56.8 + ≥1 AED 
(NL)  

194 66 8 54 89% (82–96%) 55% 
(46–64%) 

0.516 
(0.429–0.602) 
[7 = ]  

0.680 

17 Primary care +
SMR01 + NRS 

≥ 1 F25 + ≥1 G40–41, R56.8  115 48 6 72 89% (81–97%) 40% 
(31–49%) 

0.381 
(0.296–0.466) 
[15]  

0.552 

18 Primary care +
NRS + PIS 

≥ 1 F25 + ≥1 G40–41 + ≥1 AED (BL)  188 61 8 59 88% (81–96%) 51% 
(42–60%) 

0.477 
(0.390–0.563) 
[11 = ]  

0.646 

19 Primary care +
NRS + PIS 

≥ 1 F25 + ≥1 G40–41 + ≥1 AED (NL)  187 61 8 59 88% (81–96%) 51% 
(42–60%) 

0.477 
(0.390–0.563) 
[11 = ]  

0.646 

20 Primary care +
NRS + PIS 

≥ 1 F25 + ≥1 G40 + ≥1 AED (BL)  184 60 8 60 88% (81–96%) 50% 
(41–59%) 

0.469 
(0.382–0.555) 
[13 = ]  

0.638 

21 Primary care +
NRS + PIS 

≥ 1 F25 + ≥1 G40 + ≥1 AED (NL)  183 60 8 60 88% (81–96%) 50% 
(41–59%) 

0.469 
(0.382–0.555) 
[13 = ]  

0.638 

22 Primary care +
SMR01 + NRS 

≥ 1 F25 + SMR01 ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 +
NRS G40–41  

111 45 6 75 88% (79–97%) 38% 
(29–46%) 

0.357 
(0.273–0.441) 
[16]  

0.526 

23 Primary care +
SMR01 +NRS 

≥ 1 F25 + SMR01 ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 +
NRS ≥ 1 G40  

107 44 6 76 88% (79–97%) 37% 
(28–45%) 

0.349 
(0.266–0.432) 
[17]  

0.518 

24 SMR01 + NRS +
PIS 

SMR01 ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 + NRS ≥ 1 
G41 + ≥1 AED (NL)  

73 X X X 88% (76–99%) 5% (3–6%) 0.050 
(NA) 
[23]  

0.095 

(continued on next page) 
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the probability of a positive diagnosis (P), as well as by test threshold, 
the probability of a positive test (Q):  

CSI=1/[(P + Q)/Sens⋅P] – 1                                                                     

=1/[(P + Q)/PPV⋅Q] – 1                                                                        

F values are also based on the same base data (Larner, in press):  

F=2⋅TP/(2⋅TP + FP + FN)                                                                     

Or from PPV and sensitivity values:  

F=2⋅PPV⋅Sens/(PPV + Sens)                                                                  

This relation of F to PPV means that F is affected by P, as well as Q:  

F=2⋅Sens⋅P/(P + Q)                                                                               

=2⋅PPV⋅Q/(P + Q)                                                                                

The monotonic relation between CSI and F is such that:  

F=2CSI/(1 + CSI)⋅                                                                                 

3. Results 

CSI and F values for each of the 60 algorithms for which calculations 
could be made were plotted along with the corresponding PPV and 
sensitivity values (Fig. 1). The plot shows CSI scores were conservative 
(range 0.02–0.826), always less than or equal to the lower of the 

Table 3 (continued ) 

Data 
Base (ranked in study’s original 
accuracy order1) 

Coding 
algorithm 

N TP FP FN PPV Sens CSI (95% CI) 
[ranking by CSI] 

F 

25 Primary care 
+SMR01 + PIS 

≥ 1 F25 + ≥1 G40–41, R56.8 + ≥1 AED 
(BL)  

577 80 11 40 85% (78–92%) 71% 
(63–79%) 

0.611 
(0.527–0.694) 
[2]  

0.758 

26 SMR01 + NRS +
PIS 

SMR01 ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 + NRS ≥ 1 
R56.8 + ≥1 AED 
(BL)  

175 57 11 557 84% (75–93%) 9.3% 
(7–12%) 

0.091 
(0.069–0.114) 
[18]  

0.167 

27 SMR01 + NRS +
PIS 

SMR01 ≥ 1 G40–41, R56.8 + NRS ≥ 1 
G41 + ≥1 AED (BL)  

96 29 11 585 73% (59–86%) 5% (3–6%) 0.046 
(0.030–0.063) 
[24]  

0.089 

Abbreviations: SMR – Scottish Morbidity Record; PIS – Prescription Information Service; NRS – National Records of Scotland; AED – antiepileptic drug; F25 – primary 
care diagnostic Read Codes for epilepsy; G40–41 – International Classification of Disease 10 (ICD-10) codes for epilepsy and status epilepticus; R56.8 – ICD-10 code for 
seizures; NL – AEDs on the narrow list; BL – AEDs on the broad list; TP – true positive; FP – false positives; FN – false negatives, PPV – positive predictive value; Sn – 
sensitivity; CI – confidence intervals; CSI – critical success index; F – F value. 
Key: X – categories with five or less events hidden to protect patient identity. 

Fig. 1. : Dotted line plot of CSI, PPV and sensitivity estimates across the diagnostic study algorithms Abbreviations: CSI = Critical success index; PPV = Positive 
predictive value; Sens = sensitivity; F – F value; SMR – Scottish Morbidity Record; NRS – National Records of Scotland; AED – antiepileptic drug; F25 – primary care 
diagnostic Read Codes for epilepsy; G40–41 – International Classification of Disease 10 (ICD-10) codes for epilepsy and status epilepticus; R56.8 – ICD-10 code for 
seizures; NL – AEDs on the narrow list; BL – AEDs on the broad list. 
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corresponding PPV (range 39–100%) and sensitivity (range 2–93%). 
Unlike CSI, F values were less conservative (range 0.039–0.905), 
sometimes higher than either PPV or sensitivity, but were always higher 
than CSI. Low CSI and F values occurred when there was a large dif-
ference between PPV and sensitivity, e.g. CSI was 0.02 and F was 0.039 
in an instance when PPV was 100% and sensitivity was 2%. Algorithms 
with both high PPV and sensitivity performed best in terms of CSI and F 
measure, e.g. CSI was 0.826 and F was 0.905 in an instance when PPV 
was 90% and sensitivity was 91%. 

Results were further considered according to the three levels of 
validation published in the original study (Mbizvo et al., 2020a). 

3.1. Level 1 validation results assessing nine algorithms (Table 1) 

CSI and F values could not be calculated for one of these algorithms 
because of the absence of information on FN instances and hence 
sensitivity. Amongst the remaining eight level 1 algorithms, the optimal 
coding strategy by PPV was the narrow list of AEDs from the PIS dataset, 
and this remained the optimal algorithm according to CSI values (=
0.826). The algorithm using the broad AED list rose from fifth ranking by 
PPV to second by CSI, displacing the NRS death records using either G40 
(epilepsy) alone or G40–41 (epilepsy and/or status epilepticus) codes, 
whose 2nd and 3rd overall ranking by PPV swapped places to 4th and 
3rd respectively by CSI. 

3.2. Level 2 validation results assessing 25 algorithms (Table 2) 

CSI and F values could be calculated for all 25 algorithms in level 2 
validation. The optimal coding strategy by PPV, combining F25 epilepsy 
Read codes in primary care with R56.8 seizures codes within the NRS 
causes of death, dropped to 22nd of 25 on the ranking by CSI values (=
0.067) as a consequence of its very low sensitivity (7%). 

The algorithm with the (joint) highest sensitivity (93%), combining 
F25 epilepsy Read codes from primary care with AEDs in the narrow list, 
became the new optimal coding strategy according to CSI (= 0.804) 
values, rising from 16th of 25 based on PPV (86%). 

3.3. Level 3 validation results assessing 27 algorithms (Table 3) 

CSI and F values could be calculated for all 27 algorithms in level 3 
validation. The top six ranked algorithms all achieved maximal PPV but 
had very low sensitivity (range 2–6%), and hence all dropped in the 
ranking according to CSI values (= 0.02–0.058) to no better than 
≥ 20th. The new optimal algorithm was previously 13th of 27 (PPV =
90%), but achieved a CSI of only 0.612. 

4. Discussion 

The key finding in our study was of substantial changes in the ac-
curacy ranking of the diagnostic algorithms compared to the original 
rankings in the published study (Mbizvo et al., 2020a). These changes 
can perhaps be considered objective improvements in the rankings 
because the original rankings were based on a narrative comparison of 
PPV and sensitivity magnitudes against one another, as is frequently 
done in diagnostic accuracy studies of administrative data (Horrocks 
et al., 2017; Kee et al., 2012; Mbizvo et al., 2020b; Wilkinson et al., 
2018). Algorithms with high PPV but low sensitivity were ranked lower 
using CSI and F as outcome measures than algorithms with both high 
PPV and sensitivity. This is because CSI or F prioritise instances where 
both PPV and sensitivity are high over instances where there are large 
differences between PPV and sensitivity (even if one of these is very 
high). This may potentially allow diagnostic accuracy thresholds based 
on combined PPV and sensitivity to be determined in future, e.g. CSI 
≥ 0.80 (Mbizvo et al., 2023). 

The findings of our study showed that the choice of “optimal” al-
gorithm is influenced by the outcome measure used. Reasons for 

selecting or privileging PPV, sensitivity (or indeed NPV or specificity) as 
outcome measures have been discussed (Chubak et al., 2012). We un-
derstand that investigators may wish to prioritise PPV or sensitivity 
depending on the use case and the relative cost of false positives and 
false negatives for various applications. However, using either CSI or F 
values to complement these measures presents the opportunity to select 
the best balance of both PPV and sensitivity, and in a manner that can be 
standardised between studies. As there is a monotonic relation between 
CSI and F their rankings will always be the same, so there is no a priori 
reason to choose one measure over the other. However, our preference is 
for CSI since it is easy to calculate from the base data, is easily under-
stood in terms of signal detection theory, and is a more conservative 
measure than F. Moreover, various shortcomings of the F measure have 
been described (Powers, 2015). 

To our knowledge, this is the first study to use CSI scores and F 
measures to assist in establishing the diagnostic accuracy of adminis-
trative epilepsy data. These measures were proposed because they 
combine information from both PPV and sensitivity, the most commonly 
reported measures of diagnostic accuracy in studies validating admin-
istrative epilepsy data (Mbizvo et al., 2020b), thereby standardising 
their interpretation. We illustrate how it is easier to rank diagnostic 
algorithms in order of their relative accuracy when using unitary CSI or 
F measures. Like PPV and sensitivity, CSI and F values avoid the risk of 
very high values of NPV and specificity consequent upon large numbers 
of TN instances by eschewing this number. Like PPV, CSI and F values 
are inherently affected by disease prevalence. An alternative would be to 
use the Gilbert Skill score (GS) (Gilbert, 1884), another metric used in 
weather forecasting thought to be less biased because it is less affected 
by rare events (Space Weather Prediction Center, 2022). However, we 
have shown there is a monotonic relation between CSI and GS (Larner, 
2021) that, in practice, leads in little overall difference in conclusions 
between the two metrics in epilepsy literature (Mbizvo et al., 2023). 
Area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (AUC) would be 
another unitary metric to consider (Metz, 1978). This measures the 
ability of a test to discriminate whether a specific condition is present or 
not present. However, its calculation is dependent on having data 
available on specificity measured from TN instances. TNs and specificity 
are seldom reported in diagnostic accuracy studies of administrative 
epilepsy data (Mbizvo et al., 2020b). This is likely due to challenges 
researchers face in gathering all of the clinical information needed to 
confirm that cases without a coded diagnosis in the available adminis-
trative dataset are truly negative everywhere else in the health record (e. 
g. in primary care or specialist records that may be difficult to access). 
Therefore, AUC is rarely used in diagnostic accuracy studies of admin-
istrative epilepsy data (Mbizvo et al., 2020b). The wide availability of 
PPV and sensitivity in such studies leaves room to consider using CSI or F 
instead. 

We suggest that CSI and/or F metrics should be further explored in 
diagnostic accuracy studies of administrative epilepsy data, as well more 
broadly in any screening or test accuracy studies involving people with 
epilepsy, e.g. those assessing the accuracy of electroencephalography. 
For example, ranking by CSI or F value may have been helpful in the 
largest systematic review of diagnostic accuracy studies of administra-
tive epilepsy data (Mbizvo et al., 2020b), as the researchers identified 
the optimal diagnostic algorithms by ranking them in order of PPV and 
sensitivity and making a judgement on which had the best balance of 
both high PPV and sensitivity, selecting an arbitrary threshold of > 80% 
to represent accuracy. It was also difficult to identify the optimal diag-
nostic algorithms by NPV and specificity in that systematic review as 
these were nearly 100% across most studies due to very high numbers of 
TN, often far outnumbering TP, FP, and FN. Another systematic review 
of diagnostic accuracy studies of administrative epilepsy data took a 
similar approach of narrative comparison of PPV and sensitivity bal-
ances (Kee et al., 2012), as did a systematic review of administrative 
dementia data (Wilkinson et al., 2018), and a systematic review of 
administrative motor neurone disease data (Horrocks et al., 2017). 
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Ranking by CSI or F values may have been helpful in these reviews. 
Additional ways to explore CSI and F measure in future might be to 
consider whether both track predominantly with sensitivity, much more 
so than PPV, and whether this relationship changes with prevalence. To 
examine this question, researchers could use the equations expressing 
CSI and F in terms of P and substitute in different values of P, or perhaps 
calculate rescaled PPVs for different values of P using Bayes equation 
and thence calculate rescaled CSI and F values. We have not examined 
these possibilities here as they fall beyond the scope of the current study. 
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